CHAPTER 169. [Reserved]

Sec.
169.41. [Reserved].
169.43. [Reserved].
169.44. [Reserved].

§ 169.41. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of this § 169.41 amended through November 6, 1981, effective November 7, 1981, 11 Pa.B. 3967; amended October 2, 1992, effective upon publication and apply retroactively to October 1, 1989, 22 Pa.B. 4875. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (165967) to (165968) and (108837).

§ 169.43. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of this § 169.43 amended through November 6, 1981, effective November 7, 1981, 11 Pa.B. 3967; reserved October 2, 1992, effective upon publication and apply retroactively to October 1, 1989, 22 Pa.B. 4875. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (108837) to (108848).

§ 169.44. [Reserved].

Source

APPENDIX A. [Reserved]

Source
The provisions of this Appendix A reserved July 11, 1986, effective July 12, 1986, 16 Pa.B. 2524. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (62892) to (62893), (62692) to (62695), (29202) to (29203), (62696) to (62709), (64974) to (69975) and (62712) to (62713).

APPENDIX B. [Reserved]

Source
The provisions of this Appendix B reserved July 11, 1986, effective July 12, 1986, 16 Pa.B. 2524. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (62899), (62716) to (62719) and (29748) to (29751).